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For the love
of shoes
Ivylee is my personal vision, and in one
of our little pink shoeboxes you will find
hours of dedication to detail and love of
simple style and beautiful footwear.

Our style is best described as Scandinavian simplicity with an edge, and our
interpretation of the perfect boot is the
core of our collections.

To me a woman’s foot is a very aesthetic
part of her body and at the same time the

I don’t design shoes to pile up in the clo-

very thing that gets her places. I intuitive-

set, but I want every pair of shoes to be

ly know what will work on a foot, down to

the one you always put on because they

every line, curve and stitching. And this

just work with every outfit and for every

combined with my focus on

occasion.

wear ability and comfort makes
Ivylee footwear perfect additions to any chic modern woman’s
wardrobe.

I design my collections together
with my dedicated team in our studio in Copenhagen, and produce
around Europe in close collaboration with selected craftsmen.
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College by day punk
rock by night
For AW17 we bring together the best of classic
college style and raw and untamed punk rock style.
Inspired by the graphic expression of the 60’ies
you will find shiny patent leather boots with
sculpted heels along side preppy ankle boots
with zippers. New easy-to-wear knee boots with
a graphic mix of leather and suede are just good
to go anywhere. For a great night out we have
perfect stilettoes and boots sprinkled with antique silver studs. We introduce new stand out
surfaces including over dyed python print in
dark blue and shimmering leather resembling
80’ies eye shadow.
AW17 will be stunning and fun if you ask us!
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Introducing
Ivylee icons
Starting with the collection AW17 we will introduce our capsule ‘ICONS’ – a handpicked
selection of our all-time favourites that we believe to be as relevant as ever. For each season
we will update them with new materials and
colours – and you will always be able to find
your perfect favourite boot looking it’s very
best.
Ivylee originally launched in Australia,
where the brand’s Scandinavian signature
style fast became popular with loyal follow-

The Autumn/Winter collection will be available in
selected stores in Europe from August 2017.
For further information kindly contact:
Kristine Holgaard
kristine@ivyleecopenhagen.com
Ivyleecopenhagen.com
Follow us on:
Instagram: #ivyleecopenhagen
facebook/ivyleecopenhagen
www.pinterest.com/ivyleecph

ers, Ivylee Copenhagen is now enjoying success across three continents on the markets Norway, Denmark,
Belgium, UK, Holland, the United States – and most recently
added Canada and Italy.
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